algorithms, in order to improve the precision and accelerate the speed of segmenting word at the same time. Therefore, this paper proposes a Lexicon-Corpus-based Unsupervised (LCU) Chinese word segmentation approach, which combines the lexicon-based approach with the corpus-based approach in order to take advantages of each approach. Conventionally, before matching strings with words in the corpus or lexicon we should segment texts by using algorithm, such as Forward Maximum Matching (FMM) and Reverse Maximum Matching (RMM), but they all have inevitable shortcoming that they cannot guarantee all phrases extracted because they extract words from beginning or end of text rigorously, so we propose an algorithm which extracts phrases from texts in priority called Forward Maximum
Fixed-count Segmentation (FMFS). Experiments demonstrate that this approach is more
effective than the lexicon-based approach or the corpus-based one on Chinese word segmentation, especially for OOV words. By using FMFS, the performance of extracting phrases is highly improved. This paper is organized as follows. After a general introduction of word segmentation approaches, an overview of LCU approach is proposed in Section II. A method for texts processing is described in section III. FMFS algorithm is illustrated in Section IV. Word segmentation rules, which are the key part of the approach, are presented in detail in Section V. Experiment results and evaluations are discussed in Section VI. Conclusions, including a summary of our major contributions and an outlook for future work, are stated in Section VII.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH
A Chinese word can be considered as a stable string of characters. In this paper, n-char stands for a string of n consecutive Chinese characters. If 1 = n , that means there is only one
Chinese character in the word, we call it uni-char word. Similarly, 2,3,4 = n , we call it bi-char word, tri-char word, and quad-char word respectively. Moreover, if 4 > n , we call it n-char word directly.
The aim of this paper is to provide an approach, which can extract words from these strings effectively, especially for n-char words. So n-char words will be extracted in priority by this approach. In order to achieve the aim, we develop a Forward Maximum Fixed-count Segmentation (FMFS) algorithm to get strings with the same maximum characters count n , which we predefined at the same time. Then, scanning the lexicon firstly will identify words.
If there are some strings, which can't be identified by lexicon, they will be continuously identified by scanning corpus. Afterwards, if there are still some strings remained, let
, then repeat the procedures mentioned above. Algorithm will end when 2 < n or all the strings have been segmented into words. Figure 1 illustrates the overview of the approach. Where w is the count of Chinese characters in pre-segmented word set C . After that we remove the string from S , which means
Third, extract the first non-Chinese character of set S , put it into word segmentation result set ' C , and remove it from S . Last, extract stop words from C and put them into ' C , the stop words in C are replaced by "//". Supposing
IV. FORWARD FIXED-COUNT SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM Forward Maximum Fixed-count Segmentation (FMFS) algorithm is developed to get all n-char strings from a character string in set C . First, Extract the character string before the first symbol "//" in set C as (5) (if there is no "//" in set C , then extract the whole string in set C .) and put it into set W . Then
Let n be the maximum count of extracted words' character, and p n ≤ ≤ 2
. Then the string in W will be segmented into several n-char strings from left to right in turns, just like 
. Put these segmented strings into candidate words set ' W . Generally, a Chinese word consists of two or more characters, and most words consist of less than eight characters. So n ranges from 2 to 8 in this paper. Then
Where k is the sequence number of characters in set W , V. WORD SEGMENTATION RULES Rule 1. Lexicon-based approach has priority to identify words over corpus-based approach.
After getting candidate words set
W will be identified as segmented words by scanning the lexicon at first. If there is a word in lexicon, which can match with k n w perfectly, put the continuous characters
w into word segmentation result set ' C , and remove the character series
If there is no word in lexicon which can match with k n w perfectly, then the corpus-based approach will be used to identify whether k n w is a word or not.
When corpus is large enough, words with some meanings must occur repeatedly in it. So a word could be identified by its occurrence frequency in corpus. The occurrence frequency in corpus is called corpus type frequency in this paper. The minimum corpus type frequency that a word could be identified is called threshold. Let n t represent the threshold of n-char words, n f be the corpus type frequency of an n-char string. If n n t f ≥ , it means that the n-char string could be identified as a n-char Chinese word. A data set of threshold values ( T ) is formed as (10) .
be the corpus type frequency of the th k n-char words in ' W , the data set ( n w f ) of corpus type frequency for n-char words in ' W can be described as (11) .
≥ , then put the character string
w into ' C , remove the character string
Result is same as (8)(9).
Rule 2. The word with maximum n has priority to be identified.
Generally, phrase is better than word to express textual meaning. That is to say, we should try our best to identify phrase as a basic unit to express the textual meaning perfectly. There are some statistic approaches developed to solve this problem, such as mutual information, n-gram statistic model, t-testing principle, etc. Almost all the statistic approaches are based on the concurrence frequency of the adjacent words. In fact, if there is a high concurrence frequency of the adjacent words, as a continuous character string, these adjacent words must have a high corpus type frequency. Thus, we can identify a phrase as an n-char word by corpus type frequency directly.
In common conditions, there are more characters in a phrase than in a word. So if the words with maximum n are identified at first, the probability of identifying phrases will be enhanced. So the LCU word segmentation approach specifies that the words with maximum n have priority to be identified. Therefore, FMFS is used to segment strings, and ensure the word with maximum n to be identified in priority. By this rule, even though could be identified as words separately based on type frequency in lexicon or corpus, they will not be put into the result set ' C because
will be identified as a word firstly. This rule is able to keep the words' semantic integrality. If there is more than one word with the same part of a character string meeting the rule at the same time during the word segmentation by Rule 1, which word could be put into the result set ' C is decided by the maximum word frequency in lexicon or corpus. For example, there are two n-char strings, should be identified as words together, but there is a shared part
, between these two strings. This part shouldn't be identified as a word more than once. So which string will be identified as a word is confirmed by
Supposing that
, the n-char string
w will be put into ' C as an identified word. 
. This rule is beneficial for figuring out unknown words.
VI. EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENT RESULTS

a. Experiments Design
In order to measure the effectiveness of LCU word segmentation approach from different points of view, we carried out experiments with different approaches respectively. We designed three experiments to test the text segmentation performance of lexicon-based approach, corpus-based approach that is described in reference [11] and the LCU approach presented in this paper separately. tri-char words, 373 quad-char words, 37 5-char words, 29 6-char words, and 4 7-char words.
Maximum n is 8 in experiments, and the set of threshold values is as follows. 
Among all tests conducted below, Precision rate ( P ), Recall rate ( R ), and the balanced F-score ( F ) are used to evaluate the segmentation results. They are calculated as below. 
b.1 Overall Word Segmentation Results by Three Approaches
The experiment results with three approaches are shown in Figure 2 . It is observed that the R of lexicon-based approach is higher than that of corpus-based approach, and its P is lower than corpus-based approach's. LCU approach developed in this paper which integrates the advantages of the lexicon-based one and corpus-based one gets the best results among three approaches, its R , P and F are all higher than the other two approaches'. It indicates that the improvement in LCU is successful. 
b.2 Word Segmentation Results with Different n Values by Three Approaches
It is a difficult problem to be solved in identifying n-char words. So the effectiveness of three approaches in identifying with n-char words is compared as Figure 3 , and their R , P and F are shown in Table 1 . Figure 3 shows that R decreases with the increase of n generally. R of bi-char words and tri-char words by lexicon-based approach are higher than the other two approaches, but its R of quad-char words and n-char words are lower, especially for n-char words, only achieving 11.36%. R of LCU approach is better than corpus-based approach in all. R of tri-char words gets the lowest value by either corpus-based approach or LCU approach. corpus-based approach. P of bi-char words and tri-char words by LCU approach are the highest among three approaches, but P of quad-char words and n-char words are lower than lexicon-based approach. For lexicon approach, P tends to rise with the increase of n except for bi-char words. Especially for n-char words, its P achieves 100% in the experiment. In common, P of tri-char words is the lowest one for each of approaches.
Figure 4 Comparisons of P with Different n Values
F value is used to evaluate approaches comprehensively. Figure 5 shows that LCU approach is better than the other two. The bigger n is, F tends to be lower for all three approaches, except for F of tri-char words.
To sum up, LCU approach is more effective than the other two, especially for n-char words, it is far more perfect than lexicon-based approach. What is worth to be noticed is that the segmentation result for tri-char words is not optimistic for every approach. After further analyzing, we find the reason lies in the fact that in lexicon-based approach, many quad-char words and n-char words are segmented into bi-char words or tri-char word, so the count of accuracy and inaccuracy words identified by machine is all higher, it gets a higher R and a lower P . In corpus-based approach and LCU approach, the improper threshold value results in more inaccuracy n-char words being identified, which are consisted of bi-char words and Figure 5 Comparisons of F with Different n Values tri-char words actually. So the count of bi-char words and tri-char words being identified accurately is lower than reality. And also, some tri-char words are segmented into uni-char words and bi-char words because of the improper threshold value, the count of tri-char words being identified accurately is further decreased. However, this problem in LCU approach is improved better than in corpus-based approach because of its integration of lexicon-based approach.
b.3 Comparison of Word Segmentation Integrity of Three Approaches
Since phrase as an n-char word plays an important role in semantic analysis, it is significant to measure the word segmentation integrity for phrase. In this paper, we use n-char word segmentation rate (σ ) shown as (16) to measure word segmentation integrity.
Where m is the words count, which an n-char word is segmented into. Supposing Where i σ represents the word segmentation rate of th i n-char in the whole text, and q is the actual count of n-char words in the whole text. Obviously, the larger the word segmentation rate is, the better the word segmentation integrity becomes. When all n-char words can be perfectly identified,
. The word segmentation rates S by three approaches are shown in Figure 6 . It could be concluded that in keeping word segmentation integrity, LCU approach is the best and lexicon-based approach is not satisfied.
Figure 6 Comparisons of Segmentation Rates
In addition, according to the definition of R and P , R describes the ratio of accuracy words count identified by machine to the actual words count in text, and P describes the ratio of accuracy words count identified by machine to the total words count identified by machine. In the experiments, R of n-char words by LCU approach is up to 65.91%, while its P is only 48.33%. It means that more accuracy words are identified, and there are also more inaccuracy words among the segmented words at the time. That is to say, the words count identified by machine is more than the actual one in text. On the contrary, R of n-char words by lexicon-based approach is only 11.36%, and its P achieves 100%. It infers that only a few accuracy words are identified, but the identified ones are all accuracy words, and the words count identified by machine is less than the actual one in text. Therefore, when measuring the effectiveness of an approach, the consistency between words count identified by machine and the actual one in text should be considered, too. Segmentation consistency degree ( D ) shown as (10) is proposed in this paper to describe the consistency. Table 2 . Table 2 Though there is distinct improvement in LCU approach, some parts of requirements are not always satisfied. By carrying out an in-depth analysis of the results, we figure out that domain has a considerable influence on the word segmentation results. As is shown in Figure 8 , it is clear that the result in art is obviously better than the result in law. After further observing CCL corpus we used in experiments, we found that 18.54% of texts CCL corpus are in art, but only 0.25% of texts are in law. And also, there are a lot of terminologies in law, transport, sports and other specific domains. It is difficult to identify the terminologies if there are less corpus texts in these domains. As a result, it is necessary to keep enough corpus texts in each domain to improve the word segmentation result.
Furthermore, experimental results reveal that stop words lists, spelling errors, special terms (such as person name, place name, etc.) and so on, also have great influence on word segmentation results. Moreover, threshold used to identify words by corpus type frequency is a key factor to affect the word segmentation results. So how to deal with stop words lists, spelling errors, special terms, and how to set up thresholds are the problems that need to be solved in the future. A lexicon-corpus-based unsupervised Chinese word segmentation approach is proposed in this paper. During word segmentation by LCU approach, lexicon-based approach is used to identify words at first, and then corpus-based approach is adopted if character strings could not be identified by lexicon-based approach. In order to keep the semantic integrity, the n-char words with maximum n have priority to be identified. When there are several n-char strings satisfying the subjects to be identified as words, the one with the highest frequency in lexicon or corpus will be extracted. If there is one more way to segment a string into words, the way is selected by the maximum count of identified words. And the characters remained after identifying bi-char words will be put into result set directly. Experiment results indicate that comparing with lexicon-based approach and corpus-based approach, LCU approach makes great improvement in word segmentation, especially for identifying n-char words.
However, there are still some works to do in the future, such as making the corpus richer in each domain, figuring out new approaches to enhance the effectiveness by dealing with stop words lists, spelling errors and special terms, or setting up proper thresholds.
